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ABSTRACT

The study explores the period in the development 
of the architecture of Russian higher education ins-
titutions marked by a comprehensive approach and 
the mass implementation of cutting-edge solutions 
for that time. The main normative documents on the 
design of university campuses relevant to the pe-
riod in question are studied. University master plans 
are examined and their similarities and differences 
are highlighted. A comparative analysis of the plans 
and current organization of university campuses is 
conducted based on specially selected criteria. 
Schemes with a color indication of the completed 
objects of the master plan are given for a visual illus-
tration of the development of universities. The study 
describes common examples of the development of 
university complexes at the time of the USSR and 
identifies preconditions for the spatial development 
of universities. Despite the continued increase in the 
number of students, the general plans of many uni-
versities remain unimplemented and the architectu-
ral and planning potential of most institutes and uni-
versities is not realized to the fullest. In new projects 
for the development of these institutions, it is possi-
ble to use the initial general plans with adjustments 
to fit current trends and objectives.
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RESUMEN

El estudio explora el período en el desarrollo de la 
arquitectura de las instituciones de educación su-
perior rusas marcado por un enfoque integral y la 
implementación masiva de soluciones de vanguar-
dia para ese momento. Se estudian los principales 
documentos normativos sobre el diseño de campus 
universitarios relevantes para el período en cuestión. 
Se examinan los planes maestros universitarios y se 
destacan sus similitudes y diferencias. Se realiza un 
análisis comparativo de los planes y la organización 
actual de los campus universitarios a partir de cri-
terios especialmente seleccionados. Se dan esque-
mas con una indicación de color de los objetos com-
pletados del plan maestro para una ilustración visual 
del desarrollo de las universidades. El estudio des-
cribe ejemplos comunes del desarrollo de comple-
jos universitarios en la época de la URSS e identifica 
las condiciones previas para el desarrollo espacial 
de las universidades. A pesar del continuo aumento 
en el número de estudiantes, los planes generales 
de muchas universidades siguen sin implementarse 
y el potencial arquitectónico y de planificación de la 
mayoría de los institutos y universidades no se apro-
vecha al máximo. En nuevos proyectos para el de-
sarrollo de estas instituciones, es posible utilizar los 
planes generales iniciales con ajustes para adaptar-
se a las tendencias y objetivos actuales.
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INTRODUCTION

The campuses of modern institutions of higher education 
are not only teaching facilities, but also places for ac-
commodation, research, everyday activities, recreation, 
and much more. The topic is of particular relevance at 
present, as large-scale construction of university cam-
puses is planned in Russia. The need for this develop-
ment is emphasized in the national project “Science and 
Universities”.

The period after the Second World War and the years of 
intensive scientific and technological progress and de-
velopment of the national economy that followed, posed 
a serious challenge to the Soviet economy to increase 
the number of university graduates in a planned manner. 
The then Minister of Higher and Secondary Specialized 
Education Yelutin (1980) noted that between 1975 and 
1980, it was necessary to train 3.4 million highly qualified 
specialists, not only with scientific and practical knowled-
ge, but also culturally, politically, and physically educated. 
It was in the 1970s and 1980s that the higher education 
system of the USSR blossomed – the number of workers 
with higher education almost doubled. To meet the tar-
gets, 93 universities were opened (built or reorganized).

METHODOLOGY 

Research into the trends of development of higher educa-
tion institutions founded in the USSR period was conduc-
ted through the study of the main legal documents of the 
considered period regulating the design of campuses (in 
the terminology of the 1970s and 1980s – complexes) of 
educational institutions, as well as general plans and the 
urban planning context of the location of individual univer-
sities. Common architectural and planning solutions and 
patterns and special solutions were identified. The advan-
tages and drawbacks of the Soviet approach to the urban 
planning of higher education institutions were analyzed.

Research on the implementation of general plans of uni-
versities was supplemented by a study of the current 
state of the campuses chosen for consideration using a 
variety of sources. To compare the planned development 
and realized potential, we chose such parameters as the 
planned and actual number of students, the profile of the 
educational organization, the development of urban in-
frastructure near the university, the number of buildings 
erected according to the master plan, and the presence 
of buildings and functional facilities not provided by the 
master plan.

To illustrate the development of universities the paper pro-
vides schemes with a color indication of the implemented 
objects of the master plan.

DEVELOPMENT

Given the specifics of the various educational programs, 
the development of scientific research, the large territo-
ries occupied by the complexes of higher education ins-
titutions (Borodina et al., 2023), and the urban planning 
context, the construction of universities according to stan-
dard designs seemed inexpedient. However, Soviet archi-
tects and urban planners adhered to certain solutions and 
principles:

 • zoning of the territories of universities and institutes, 
the allocation of educational, research and production, 
public, community, cultural, residential, sports and re-
creational, and other zones;

 • creation of modern expressive architectural ensembles;

 • combining small institutions of higher education into 
complexes, creating university towns;

 • location of higher education institutions with conside-
ration of the planning structure of the city (polytechnic 
institutes were located near industrial zones, agricul-
tural institutes were closer to the periphery of the city, 
and medical institutes cooperated with city clinics and 
hospitals);

 • connection of the complex buildings by off-street pas-
sages (as a rule, at the second-floor level) and the use 
of underground space.

Figure 1. Principle scheme of the location of universities in the 
city. Architects G. Tsytovich and G. Kretova (1 – university; insti-
tutes: 2 – agricultural; 3 – technical; 4 – economic; 5 – medical; 
6 – polytechnic; 7 – physical education; 8 – arts and culture; 9 
– large university complex; 10 – city center; 11 – residential area; 
12 – industrial area; 13 – park area; 14 – area of city hospitals 
and clinics; 15 – academic town; 16 – state farmland).

Prospects for the development (Figure 1) of higher edu-
cation institutions were given consideration, and areas 
for the construction of new educational buildings and in-
frastructure were allocated. The main schemes of spatial 
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development are shown in Figure 2 – linear (a, d) and 
centric (b, c). It was assumed that the individual zones 
of the academic building could develop both separately 
and with interpenetration, which was typical for the largest 
universities. The university social center (1) was usually 
central in the layout. It was adjacent to the academic-ad-
ministrative zone (2) and scientific-laboratory buildings (3, 
4), while residential, sports, and communal zones were 
located on the periphery (5-8).

Figure 2. Schemes of the spatial development of higher educa-
tion institutions. Architect G. Tsytovich.

The central advantage of this approach was the creation of 
self-sufficient educational complexes capable of providing 
students with both places of residence immediately adja-
cent to the educational institution and sufficient scientific 
or industrial practice during their studies. Consideration 
was given to providing for the needs of students in physi-
cal activity, leisure, and cultural development. In the prac-
tice of designing residential and educational buildings, a 
variety of planning schemes can be noted (Popov, 2019), 
the architecture of which is discussed in more detail in 
other works.

The disadvantage is that in the 1980s the higher education 
system outstripped the needs of the economy for highly 
qualified specialists. In the considered period the num-
ber of universities and students was constantly growing 
(Volkov, 1999; Yeliutin, 1980) and by the 1990s the num-
ber of universities approached 900 and the number of stu-
dents – 5 million. Some researchers criticize higher edu-
cation of the 1980s and 1990s for excessive emphasis on 
quantitative gross indicators (Lisitskii et al., 2017).

Analysis of the general plans of universities of the period 
and their current physical incarnation shows that the com-
plexes of many universities have not yet been implemen-
ted to the designed extent. The Volgograd State University 

can be taken as an example. The master plan called for 
the construction of a complex for 6,000 students. Today, 
the university has about 12,000 students, and less than 
half of the facilities proposed by the original project have 
been implemented. The core of the academic buildings 
and one of the four student dormitories were erected, and 
in place of the proposed library, the building of admission 
committee was built. A soccer field and boulevard have 
been landscaped. The territory of the university not taken 
up by buildings allows for the gradual construction of new 
buildings (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The general plan of the Volgograd State University and 
aerial photography. Blue shows the implemented part of the plan 
(1 – academic buildings; 2 – student dormitory buildings; 3 – li-
brary; 4 – assembly hall; 5 – rectorate; 6 – community and shop-
ping center with a canteen; 7 – sports building; 8 – sports fields).

Another example is the Obninsk Institute for Nuclear 
Power Engineering, which now teaches about 3,000 stu-
dents, slightly less than the planned number. In line with 
the master plan, almost all academic buildings, half of the 
dormitories, utility facilities, a fitness center, and athletic 
fields were built. The outpatient clinic and community cen-
ter, the construction of which could have promoted the de-
velopment of the campus, were not erected given the lo-
cation of the institute on the outskirts of the city. An archive 
has been built, and instead of several science buildings, a 
technopark building was added (Figure 4).

Figure 4. General plan and aerial photography of the Obninsk 
Institute for Nuclear Power Engineering. Blue shows the imple-
mented part of the plan (1 – administrative building; 2 – edu-
cational buildings; 3 – utility structures; 4 – science buildings; 
5 – community and social centers; 6 – outpatient clinic with a 
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preventorium; 7 – sports buildings; 8 – dormitories with primary 
service units).

Among the reasons for the incomplete implementation of 
the projects, we can point out the gradual decrease in fun-
ding for higher education since the 1980s and its drama-
tic drop since the 1990s, as well as uneven development 
in the later periods. Certain universities, such as regional 
and federal research centers and the largest sectoral uni-
versities, having somewhat greater access to resources 
for development, have implemented the original idea of 
the architects to the greatest extent (Yu et al., 2022).

An example of this is the Moscow State University of Civil 
Engineering. The campus general plan is implemented 
almost in full: the major part of the planned educational 
buildings and dormitories, as well as sports complexes, 
were erected. A part of the secondary objects (sports are-
na, swimming pool) was completed after 2010, which is 
evidence of the ongoing development of the university in 
accordance with the modern demands of its students and 
the residents of the surrounding areas of the city (Figure 
5).

Figure 5. General plan and aerial photography of the Moscow 
State University of Civil Engineering. Blue shows the implemen-
ted part of the plan (1 – junior year building; 2 – canteen; 3 – li-
brary; 4 – assembly hall; 5 – rectorate; 6 – classroom block; 7 – 
departments; 8 – service buildings; 9 – sports palace, swimming 
pool, arena, stadium; 10 – community center; 11 – preventorium; 
12 – dormitories).

We can note a somewhat insufficient focus of many pro-
jects of the period on the formation of public spaces, 
while to us and many other researchers (Shestopalova, 
1992; Popov, 2018; Finogenov & Popov, 2019; Gelfond 
& Lapshin, 2020; Popov & Syrova, 2021; Gelfond, 2022), 
such spaces appear to be an important part of university 
campuses.

CONCLUSIONS

Bringing the analysis to a close, we can infer that the 
1970s-1980s were marked by the development of a large 
number of general plans that provided for the construction 
and future operation of many higher education institutions 
of different sizes and orientations. Of note is the compre-
hensive approach of architects of the time to the develop-
ment of general plans for universities. University comple-
xes are still successfully functioning today in accordance 
with the principles of planning, zoning, and spatial cohe-
rence established in the Soviet era. The analysis of the 
current state of higher education institutions demonstrates 
that at present the planning potential of higher education 
institutions of this period is still not fully realized for several 
reasons. In the further development of these institutions, 
it is possible to rely on the original concept, making ad-
justments to fit the current trends and new challenges.

The general plans of universities developed in the Soviet 
times are distinguished by a well-thought-out planning 
structure that addresses most of the needs of the average 
student. Due to the general principles of zoning with the 
possibility of linear or centric development of each zone, 
such layouts are oriented towards dynamic development 
in space over time with the possibility of updating the 
functional content of individual zones.

In further research, it is expedient to explore the impact of 
the latest trends in higher education on the requirements 
for architectural and planning organization, to analyze 
the extent to which the original layout of higher education 
campuses can transform to meet new demands and to 
develop recommendations for improving academic, pu-
blic, residential, and other areas of university campuses.
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